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Extentia and vestar* announced a unique partnership earlier this month where each company brings decades of experience respectively to bring
compelling Salesforce solutions to the US market - across clouds and domains.

PITTSBURGH (PRWEB) JUNE 30, 2020

Extentia and vestar* announced a unique partnership earlier this month where each company brings
decades of experience respectively to bring compelling Salesforce solutions to the US market - across
clouds and domains.
With over 23 years of experience, vestar* is committed to growing and designing cloud-based, datadriven technology solutions that allow organizations to navigate the complexity of implementing new
technology. Extentia, in turn, brings over two decades of experience working across different domains
and a decade of core Salesforce expertise across various Salesforce clouds.
As a Salesforce Gold Consulting Partner, and Product Development Partner (Specialist Navigator),
Extentia’s focus is on Lightning-Ready AppExchange development, Third-party integrations, Lightning
Web Components, and Heroku implementations. vestar* will leverage Extentia’s Salesforce
experience and couple it with their strong business analysis and customer relationship skills.
Together, both companies will work closely to identify relevant opportunities, develop customized
solutions, and offer powerful and compelling Salesforce solutions to customers.
Extentia’s depth of experience in delivering solutions for non-for-pro t space will add tremendous
value to vestar*’s existing relationships in this domain, as also in the education and workforce
management space. vestar* will also leverage Extentia’s Financial Services Cloud team to offer highimpact Salesforce implementation services to nancial organizations in the United States.
“What makes this partnership particularly unique, is how aligned our organizations are in terms of
delivering con dence through long-term solutions that address every facet of a customer’s
requirements,” said Lou Camerlengo, President and Co-Founder, vestar*.

vestar* President Lou Camerlengo
celebrates Extentia's 21st anniversary in
Pune, India in March 2020.
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“Extentia and vestar* have been collaborating for years,” added Umeed Kothavala, CEO, Extentia
Information Technology. “Having worked together on several projects, this partnership is a
phenomenal next step in leveraging the combined expertise of our teams.”
To learn more about vestar*'s Salesforce offerings, email us at info@ vestardev.com or contact us here.
About Extentia® Information Technology
A global technology and services rm that helps clients transform and realize their digital strategies. With a unique Experience Centric
Transformation approach, Extentia’s ground-breaking solutions are in the space of mobile, cloud, and design. The team is differentiated by an
emphasis on excellent design skills that they bring to every project. Focused on enterprise mobility, cloud computing, and user experiences, Extentia
strives to accomplish and surpass their customers’ business goals. The company’s inclusive work environment and culture inspire team members to
be innovative and creative. This provides clients an exceptional partnership experience.
http://www.extentia.com
About vestar*
vestar* designs and develops custom software solutions that accelerate your business. Our solutions centralize work ows, optimize processes, and
enable decision-making through real-time data and business intelligence.
http://www. vestardev.com/salesforce
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